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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS
PROVO CITY CORPORATION,
Plaintiff/Appellee,
:

Case No. 970110-CA

vs.
ROBERT L. MURRAY,
Defendant/Appellant.

:

Priority No. 2

:

JURISDICTION OF THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS
This Court has appellate jurisdiction in this matter
pursuant to the provisions of Utah Code Annotated § 78-2a-3(2)(f)
(1992 as Amended) whereby a defendant in a district court
criminal action may take an appeal to the Court of Appeals from a
final order for anything other than a first degree or capital
felony.

ISSUES PRESENTED AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW
1.

Whether the trial court erred in concluding that it's

inhumane to kill a domestic animal "without cause"?

This

presents an issue of statutory construction which is a question
of law reviewed for correctness with no deference afforded the
trial court.

State v. Valdezr 933 P.2d 400, 401 (Utah App.

1997) .

1

This issue was preserved during argument at trial (Tr. at
133-37).

CONTROLLING STATUTORY PROVISIONS
Provo City Code Section 8.02.030(2) - Addenda at Tab 1.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

Nature of the Case

Robert L. Murray appeals from a conviction of Cruelty to
Animals, a Class B misdemeanor, in violation of Section 8.02.030,
Provo City Ordinances.
B.

Course of Proceedings and Disposition in Trial Court

Murray as charged by Information with Cruelty to Animals, a
Class B misdemeanor, in Fourth Circuit Court, Provo Department,
on or about October 11, 1995 (R. 2-3, 6 ) .
On July 23, 1996, a Competency Hearing was held in Fourth
District Court before the Honorable Lynn W. Davis where Murray
was found competent to proceed with trial (R. 29).
A bench trial was subsequently held before the Honorable
Fred D. Howard on November 22, 1996, at which Murray was
convicted of Cruelty to Animals in violation of Section 8.02.030,
Provo City Ordinances(R. 40-45, 69-221).

On December 18, 1996,

Judge Howard issued Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in
support of his decision (R. 50-52).
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See Addenda at Tab 2.

Murray was sentenced on February 6, 1997 (R. 53). On
February 20,1997, Murray filed a Notice of Appeal with the Fourth
District Court, Provo Department, and this action commenced
(R. 59).

STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS
On September 1, 1995, at approximately 1:00 p.m., Shaun
Talby, who resided directly across the street from the defendant,
Robert Murray, observed his children playing with Murray's dog
and then he observed Murray come and get the dog and sternly take
it home (Tr. at 9-11).
Approximately ten minutes later Talby was fixing his car in
his driveway when Murray came into Talby's yard and subsequently
asked if Talby wanted a dog (Tr. at 8-12).

Talby testified that

when he replied negatively to Murray's question, Murray said
either "I guess I'll have to shoot it" or "I want to shoot that
dog" (Tr. at 13). At this point, Murray turned away despondently
and Talby returned to fixing his car (Tr. at 13).
Talby testified that approximately five minutes later, while
he was under his car, he heard a loud noise that sounded like a
muffled gunshot only quieter coming from across the street (Tr.
at 14). Talby then heard a dog yelping loudly coming from the
back area where Murray resided (Tr. at 15). Talby then observed
Murray come from the back of the residence where he lived and go
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down the stairs to his basement apartment before returning to the
back yard about twenty seconds later (Tr. at 17).
Talby testified that he then heard another shot almost
immediately (Tr. at 18). Talby then went into his house to
discuss the incident with his wife before crossing the street and
going to the residence north of where Murray resided (Tr. at 19).
After speaking with those residents, Talby returned home and
called the police (Tr. at 20). However, as he returned home, he
noticed a police car was present (Id.).

Talby testified that he

returned to the northern neighbors' home and gave a statement to
the police (Id.).
Talby also testified that during the times he saw Murray
training the dog, he never saw Murray hit the dog, kick the dog,
strike the dog, or use inordinate force for the dog's size (Tr.
at 26-27).

Talby likewise testified that he believed Murray

spent a fair amount of time with the dog (Tr. at 28).
Cynthia Brassanini, who on September 1, 1995, was residing
across the street from Talby and next-door to Murray's apartment,
also testified (Tr. at 30-31).

Brassanini's yard and Murray's

yard were adjacent to each other and separated by a wire fence
(Tr. at 35-36).

Brassanini testified that she was familiar with

Murray and knew that he had several dogs during the time she
lived next-door—including an "Old Yeller" dog that died and a
cocker spaniel puppy (Tr. at 32-33) .
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Brassanini testified that when she and her family would take
walks around the block, if Murray's puppy were in the front yard
it would frequently run to her children, jump at them, and lick
her son (Tr. at 33-34).

Brassanini testified that she knew

Murray was trying to train the puppy to stay in the yard, that he
asked her not to "encourage [the dog] to jump, because I'm trying
to teach him that he needs to be in the yard'', and that she
witnessed him pick the dog up and put it back on the grass in the
yard (Tr. at 34).
Brassanini testified that at 1:00 p.m. on September 1, 1995,
she had just returned to her house after playing in the back yard
with her husband and children (Tr. at 35). While in the kitchen
which opens up into the back-yard, Brassanini testified that she
heard a really loud noise and then heard a puppy crying (Tr. at
37).

Brassanini then looked through the back-yard and could see

a puppy with blood on its chest in Murray's back-yard near the
fence (Tr. at 37-38).
She then went outside to look at the puppy and again saw
that the puppy was bleeding in the chest-neck area and was crying
because it had been shot (Tr. at 38-39).

However, she didn't see

anyone in the back-yard initially but then saw Murray with a gun
coming from the neighbor's house into the back-yard (Tr. at 40).
Brassanini said that then she and her family went back inside
their house, but before she got inside she testified that she saw
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Murray shoot the dog (Tr. at 41-42).

Brassanini also testified,

however, that perhaps the dog was already dead before the second
shot was fired because the dog wasn't moving or making any sounds
(Tr. at 55-56).
Brassanini and her husband then called the elderly woman
from who lived above Murray's apartment before going over to her
house and calling the police (Tr. at 43-45).
Provo City patrolman Webber testified that he was dispatched
to a landlord/tenant dispute where a dog had been shot on the
afternoon of September 1, 1995 (Tr. at 57-58).

When Webber

arrived he encountered Mr. Brassanini, approached him and asked
him about the incident (Tr. at 59). Brassanini identified Murray
to Webber as the man with the gun (Id.)
Once back-up arrived, Webber went to the back yard and saw a
long barreled shotgun leaning against the back corner of the
garage and then he found Murray in the back behind the garage
talking to two women on the other side of the fence (Tr. at 6162).

Webber ordered Murray to put his hands up and then to lie

on the ground (Tr. at 63). Murray was then handcuffed and
searched before being questioned about what was happening (Tr. at
64) .
Webber testified that Murray then told him that he had shot
a disobedient dog (Id.).

Murray told him that he shot him once,

severing its left paw and then, because the dog was still alive,
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he returned to his apartment for another round before shooting
the dog in the back of the head (Tr. at 65). Murray also told
Webber that "he could give the dog away to somebody who would
chain it up and not feed it and not water it and not take care of
it, or the only other option he had was to kill it, to shoot it"
(Tr. at 79). Webber then secured both Murray and the shotgun in
his patrol car before retrieving the amunition from Murray's
basement apartment (Tr. at 66).
Webber testified that he then found the dog--a cocker
spaniel—laying in the back-yard (Tr. at 67). There was a lot of
blood on the dog's chest and it's head was partially removed
(Id.).

At this point, Webber also seized two expended shotgun

rounds and three that had not been fired (Id.).

Webber also

called animal control to come take charge of the animal itself
(Tr. at 74).
Officer Brereton, who is employed by the Provo Police
Department as an animal control officer assisted Webber, picked
up the dog and put it on the lawn (Tr. at 80-83).

He testified

that the dog's left arm was mangled, the head of the dog was full
of blood, and the dog was deceased (Tr. at 83). Brereton then
bagged the dog and took it the Utah County Animal Shelter (Id.).
Phil Johnson, a retired Provo Police officer who repaired
firearms for the department, testified that he examined Murray's
weapon prior to trial (Tr. at 89-91).
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He testified that he fired

the shotgun (Tr. at 91).

Johnson also examined the 12 guage

cartridges collected by the police (two spent ones and three
unspent ones)

(Tr. at 92).

Johnson further testified that in his

opinion those cartridges fired at a range of approximately six
feet would be sufficient if done properly to kill a puppy and
that he would expect such a result if the weapon was so fired
(Tr. at 93-94).
The defendant, Robert Murray, testified that he had been
working with the dog so it would stay in the yard (Tr. at 106).
Murray testified that prior to the shooting, he had to retrieve
the dog from the back yard of the neighbor's across the street
and placed it in his back yard (Tr. at 107-08).

Murray testified

that the puppy's name was "Millie" and that previously he had
owned another female—Old Yeller—dog named "Maggie" for 7-8
years (Tr. at 108-09).
Murray testified that he never tied up his dogs with a rope
or chain because he wanted the dogs to have some freedom (Tr. at
109).
(Id.).

Instead Murray tried to train the dogs to be obedient
He testified that he had trained "Maggie" and that he was

attempting to train "Millie" (Id.).

Murray testified that "You

can teach a dog—most people don't realize that a dog has a
capability to learn that of what a four-year-old child can learn,
without being hit, without being kicked, without being punished.
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Just persistence, tenacity, firmness.

Mostly persistence, and

that takes sacrifice and a lot of your time" (Tr. at 110).
In addition, Murray testified that at the time of the
incidenthe "was under a lot of stress.

I had a lot of worries"

(Tr. at 116). He was still recovering from back and head
injuries sustained in a work-related accident while trimming
trees for Provo City; and his income was almost non-existent
because he was not currently able to work and his worker's
compensation claim had not been completed so he feared he would
have to move (Tr. at 110-11) .

Murray testified that because he

was concerned he would have to move, he asked two or three
people — including Talby--if they would adopt the dog (Tr. at 11314) .
Murray testified that after Talby on the day of the incident
again refused to take the dog, he decided to destroy it (Tr. at
115-16).

He wanted to take it up Provo Canyon where he would

take her fishing and then destroy and bury her (Tr. at 116) .
Murray testified that he got the gun and put it in the truck
before deciding to "just do this" (Tr. at 116-17).

He testified

that got three shells, put one in the gun's chamber, put the dog
in the corner and talked to her (Tr. at 117). Murray then
"Pulled the trigger.
clicked.

It didn't fire... The hammer--it

The gun wouldn't go off.

put one of the others in there.
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I discharged the shell,

It clicked again.

I'm

wondering, "What is wrong?"

I was unfamiliar with the gun.

I was wondering what I was doing wrong, what's happening.
I stick another shell in, put it in the chamber.... As
I point the gun down and as the dog was sitting, it fired.
I wasn't focused.

I lost my focus for a second, and that's

where the dog—it just grazed the left side of the dog's
shoulder and on down....
[Then] I concentrated on not panicking.
down.

I didn't want to run.

was very nervous.

I set the gun

The dog was making noise.

I

Just trying to keep her cool.... Walked

back in, got a handful of shells.... Walked back out as
quickly.... Another shell ejected.
ejected it.

It didn't fire.

So I

Then the other went "boom", and fired.

(Tr. at 117-18) .
Murray testified that his intent was to kill the dog (Tr. at
121); and that he chose to shoot it because it "would be quick
and in the head and it would feel nothing, no pain" (Id.).
At trial the parties also stipulated that Murray has no
history of mistreating animals (Tr. at 101-104).
At the close of trial, Judge Howard found Murray guilty of
Cruelty to Animals the judge did not "believe that the law
provides for a person to kill an animal without cause or need,
even if swift or without suffering.

Such and action is not

humane...." (Tr. at 149). The trial court also found that the
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dog was not ill (R. 52).

In addition, the court found that

Murray intended to use the shotgun to kill the dog probably with
one shot "and simply botched the job, based on his lack of focus
or his distressed state" (R. 51). The trial court also found
that he lacked the specific intent to actually torture or maim
the dog (R. 51).
Finally, the trial court found that "the law protecting
animals from mistreatment does not allow for a person to kill an
animal without cause or need even if the killing is swift and
without suffering to the animal.
humane....

Such an action is not

The killing of the dog in this case was without

cause, even though the defendant had the design of doing so
swiftly and without suffering by using a shotgun" (R. 50).

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The issue before this Court is one of statutory construction
which should be reviewed for correctness.

Murray was convicted

of Cruelty to Animals in violation of Provo City Code Section
8.02.030(2) because the trial court concluded it was inhumane to
kill a dog "without cause".

Murray asserts that this Court

should reverse his conviction because the plain language of the
statute requires that his intended manner or method of
destruction be inhumane or unreasonable; and that the evidence
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demonstrates that he intended to destroy the dog quickly and
without pain.

ARGUMENT
POINT I
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN ITS CONCLUSION THAT IT'S INHUMANE
TO KILL A DOMESTIC ANIMAL "WITHOUT CAUSE"
Provo City Code Section 8.02.030(2) makes it unlawful to
"destroy any domestic animal except in a reasonable and humane
manner/'

Murray was convicted under this section because he

killed an otherwise healthy dog and the trial court found that
act to be per

se "inhumane" (R. 50-52) .

The issue before this

Court is one of statutory construction: Does Provo City Code
Section 8.02.030(2) make it unlawful to kill a domestic animal
without cause which is the conclusion of the trial court; or does
the "manner" of destruction have to be unreasonable or inhumane
which is the interpretation argued for by Murray at trial.
This issue of statutory construction presents this Court
with a legal question that is reviewed for correctness without
any deference afforded the trial court.
P.2d 400, 401 (Utah App. 1997).

State v. Valdez, 933

In addition, when faced with

such an issue, this Court should "look first to the plain
language of the statute."

Valdez, 933 P.2d at 401 (quoting

Strawberry Elec. Serv. Dist. v. Spanish Fork Citv, 918 P.2d 870,
875 (Utah 1996).

Moreover, "statutory terms should be
12

interpreted and applied according to their commonly accepted
meaning."

State v. Souzar 846 P.2d 1313, 1317 (Utah App. 1993).

The trial court found that Murray violated Provo City Code
Section 8.02.030(2) because killing a dog "without cause" is
inhumane (R. 50).

In other words, the dog "was not ill, or sick,

or suffering from any debilitating problem" so there was no need
to kill it (R. 52). Therefore, according to the trial court's
interpretation of the statute, the act of killing the dog was, in
and of itself, inhumane — regardless of the manner or method of
killing utilized or the specific intent of the defendant.
Murray asserts, however, that the plain language of Provo
City Code Section 8.02.030(2) requires a different
interpretation.

If the statutory interpretation were as the

trial court concluded, the statute should simply state "It is
unlawful to destroy a domestic animal without cause."

Murray

argues that regardless of how distasteful the very killing of an
animal may be, section 8.02.030(2) requires that the manner

used

to destroy the domestic animal must be inhumane or unreasonable
before a person can be convicted under that section.
Webster's Dictionary defines "manner" as it is applicable
here as either "a characteristic or customary mode of acting" or
"a mode of procedure or way of acting."

Merriam Webster's

Collegiate Dictionary (Tenth Edition) at 708.

In other words,

Murray asserts that his intended method or procedure of
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destroying the animal must have been inhumane or unreasonable
before he could be convicted under section 8.02.030(2).
The facts of this case are not at issue.

At the time of the

incident Murray was in a very stressed state of mind.
history of treating animals cruelly.

He has no

But, because he was having

trouble training the dog and because he feared he would have to
move and he could find no one to adopt the dog, he decided he
would have to destroy it.

Murray took a shotgun and intended to

shoot the dog in the head because it would be quick and painless
(Tr. at 121). However, the gun misfired, Murray lost his focus
and the dog was shot in the leg before Murray shot it in the head
and killed it. The trial court found that Murray lacked the
"specific intent" to torture or maim the animal (R. 51).

Instead

the trial court found that Murray intended to kill the dog with
one blast from the shotgun and "simply botched the job, based on
his lack of focus or distressed state" (R. 51).
No matter how inhumane or unreasonable the killing of the
animal may appear, Murray's chosen manner—or procedure--for
destroying the dog was not.

He intended to shoot the dog in the

head because it would be quick and painless.

It is unfortunate

that the gun initially misfired and Murray temporarily lost his
focus so the dog was negligently shot in the leg first.

However,

Murray argues that his chosen manner for destruction was neither
inhumane nor unreasonable.
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Because the plain language of Provo City Code Section
8.02.030 requires that the manner of destruction be inhumane or
unreasonable, Murray asks this Court to correct the trial court's
interpretation of the statute and reverse his conviction.
CONCLUSION AND PRECISE RELIEF SOUGHT
Murray asks that this Court correct the trial court's
interpretation of Provo City Code Section 8.02.030(2) and reverse
his conviction because the manner he utilized in destroying the
dog was not inhumane or unreasonable.
DATED this

oD

day of October, 1997.

^M7T(7^
Margaret P. Lindsay
Attorney for Murray

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mailed, postage prepaid, two true
and correct copies of the foregoing Brief Of Appellant to Rick
Romney, Deputy Provo City Attorney, P.O. Box 1849, Provo, Utah
84603 this

^ O

day of October, 1997.

~yy^€A~sj*AA~
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PROVO CITY C O D E

protective devices adequate to prevent it from escaping
8.02.020. Care and Maintenance of Animals.
It shall be unlawful for a person to fail to provide any or injuring the public are provided.
animal in his charge or custody, as owner or otherwise, (2) This section shall not prevent the possession or use
with reasonably adequate food, drink, care and shelter. of wild animals for motion picture filming where
otherwise allowed by law, if reasonable precautions are
taken for the safety of the public.
(3) This section shall not apply to persons raising
8.02.030. Cruelty to Animals Prohibited.
members of the mustelidae species as a business for
The following are unlawful:
(1) To maim, disfigure, torture, beat, mutilate, burn or pelts.
(4) It shall be lawful to keep a wild animal in Provo
scald, or otherwise mistreat any animal.
(2) To destroy any domestic animal except in a reason- City if the wild animal is registered with Provo City
prior to November 1, 1987. Provo City may charge a
able and humane manner.
(3) To hobble livestock or other animals in such a way reasonable fee for registration. A receipt or other
evidence of registration shall be issued by Provo City.
as to cause injury or damage to the animal.
(4) To carry or confine any animal in or upon any This subsection shall not be construed to authorize the
vehicle in a cruel or inhumane manner, including but not keeping of a vicious animal.
limited to carrying or confining such animal without
adequate ventilation.
(5) For any owner or custodian of an animal to aban- 8.02.090. Vicious Animals.
(1) It shall be unlawful to knowingly own, possess or
don such animal within the City.
(6) To make accessible to any animal, with intent to harbor a vicious animal.
cause harm or death, any substance which has in any (2) An animal control officer may require the owner or
manner been treated or prepared with any harmful or custodian of a vicious animal to deliver possession of the
poisonous substance. This provision shall not be inter- animal to an animal control officer. If, after demand, the
preted to prohibit the otherwise lawful use of poisonous owner or custodian fails or refuses to deliver possession
substances for the control of vermin in furtherance of of the animal to an animal control officer, the animal
the public health, when applied in such a manner as to control officer may request an order from a court of
competent jurisdiction requiring the owner or custodian
reasonably prohibit access to other animals.
to deliver possession of the animal to an animal control
officer.
(3) An animal control officer may summarily impound
8.02.040. Theft of an Animal.
It shall be unlawful to exercise unauthorized control a vicious animal which is at large or which is an immeover an animal belonging to another with a purpose to diate danger to humans or domesticated animals.
deprive him thereof.
(4) If an animal control officer cannot gain control of
a vicious animal and the animal presents an immediate
danger to a human, or a domestic animal, the animal
control officer may summarily destroy the animal.
8.02.050. Reporting Injuries.
It shall be unlawful for the operator of a motor vehicle (5) If a vicious animal is impounded without the
which injures or kills a domesticated animal to fail to knowledge of the owner or custodian, notice that the
immediately report the same to the owner or custodian animal has been impounded shall be given to the owner
or custodian of the animal, if the same is known, by
of the animal or an animal control officer.
attaching a notice to a door at the residence thereof or by
mailing a notice thereto.
8.02.060. Disposal of Dead Animals.
(6) A vicious animal impounded by an order of a court
It shall be unlawful for the owner or custodian of any acting pursuant to this section shall be destroyed or
animal that dies or is killed within the limits of the City otherwise disposed of as the court shall direct.
to fail to lawfully dispose of or bury the carcass of such (7) A vicious animal impounded without a court order
animal within ten (10) hours after learning of the death shall be held not less than seven (7) days, after which it
of the animal; provided, however, that no horse, cow, may be destroyed or otherwise disposed of as the
ox or other large animal shall be buried within the City supervising animal control officer shall direct.
limits.
(8) The owner or custodian of an animal impounded
other than by a court order ma\ contest the impounding
by filing a notice with Provo City within seven (7) days
8.02.070. Sale of Certain Turtles Prohibited.
after the impounding. Any hearing requested by the
It shall be unlawful to possess or sell any "turtle" owner or custodian shall be pursuant to the provisions of
which meets the following description: Pseudemys section 3.06.010, Provo City Code.
Scripta-Elegans, or P. Troostii family Testudinidae.
8.02.100. Nuisance Animals.
8.02.080. Possession of Wild animals.
(1) Any animal which does any of the following shall
(1) It shall be unlawful for any person to possess, sell, be deemed a nuisance:
offer for sale, barter, give away, harbor, rent, or
(a) Causes unreasonable fouling of the air by odors.
purchase any wild animal, except that an animal shelter,
(b) Defecates on any public street, sidewalk, park, or
a zoological park, veterinary hospital, humane society building, or on any private property without the
shelter, public laboratory, circus, or facility for educa- consent of the owner of the property, unless the owner
tion or scientific purposes may keep such an animal if or custodian of the animal shall immediately remove

Tab 2

Rick Romney (#3949)
Provo City Attorney's Office
359 W. Center Street
PO Box 1849
Provo, UTAH 84603
Telephone: 379-6140

IN THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT, MUNICIPAL DIVISION, STATE OF UTAH
UTAH COUNTY, PROVO DEPARTMENT

PROVO CITY,

:

Plaintiff,

:

vs.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

:

ROBERT L. MURRAY,

:

Defendant.

Case No. 951-2173
Judge Fred D. Howard

:

The above-entitled matter came before the court for trial on
November 22, 1996.

The defendant was present and was represented

by his attorney, Tom Means.

Provo City was represented by Rick

Romney.
The court, having heard the testimony of witnesses at trial,
and being fully advised in the premises, noT»; makes the

following:

FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

The dog in question was not ill, or sick, or suffering

from any debilitating problem.
2.
occurred.

The evidence is undisputed in terms of what factually
The offense occurred on September 1, 1995 in Provo City,

within city limits. The defendant, Robert L. Murray, did shoot the
firearm

two

times, which

shooting

is confirmed

by

his

own

0005?

testimony.

The firearm that was discharged was a 12-gauge shotgun,

and the defendant shot it with the intention of killing his dog.
3.

This conduct understandably caused some alarm and fear and

concern to defendant's neighbors.
4. The evidence, which is uncontroverted, shows that the
defendant intended to use the shotgun to kill the dog.
5.

The defendant was suffering in this particular instance

from some emotional frustration, despondency, worry, or stress, but
he was not under some diminished capacity which would impair
ability to formulate the intent to kill the animal.
6.

The defendants anxiety was not such that it would mar his

ability to exercise rational thought or impair his ability to
formulate intent, which in this case was the intent to dispatch the
dog.
7.

There is no evidence that shows that defendant by nature

or habit was cruel to or would mistreat animals, either the
particular animal in question in this case or other dogs.
8.

The defendant's action in this case was deliberate, it was

conceived, it was voiced to a neighbor.

The defendant did not have

the specific intent by use of the shotgun to actually torture or
shoot the animal with the intent of maiming it.

The defendant

failed to kill the dog, which he intended to do, probably with one
blast from the shotgun, and simply botched the job, based on his
lack of focus or his distressed state.
9.

Notwithstanding the foregoing finding, the ordinance

provides that an individual may destroy a domestic animal, which
this dog was, in a reasonable and humane manner.

Destroying an

000r)1

animal inhumanely violates the ordinance.

The law protecting

animals from mistreatment does not allow for a person to kill an
animal without cause or need even if the killing is swift and
without suffering to the animal.

Such an action is not humane

because it violates the policy considered in light of all the
circumstances.
10.

The killing of the dog in this case was without cause,

even though the defendant had the design of doing so swiftly and
without suffering by using a shotgun.

Such was an inappropriate

action, and constituted extreme mistreatment.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

The Court finds that Provo City has met its burden of

proof as to count 3, cruelty to animals, and finds defendant guilty
of that charge.
2.

The Court is not persuaded as to defendant's guilt of

counts 1 and 2, which constitutes one criminal incident, and
dismisses these counts against the defendant.

DATED this

day of December, 1996.
BY THE COURT:

«J*fage Fre£Kb. Howard
District/Court Judge, Municipal Division
Approved at to form:

Tom Means
Attorney for Defendant
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